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When it comes to finding interesting underserviced niches, I always go for quirky, edgy and off the 

beaten path.  While I do sell generic journals, I always make more money when my covers target very 

specific audiences. Here are a few ideas to help you get started! 

 

Disgruntled Coworkers & Employees 

One of my niches is focused on disgruntled employees and coworkers.  The books are just 100-lined 

pages, sized at 6x9 and feature matte covers. The titles are sassy and targeted towards saying what we 

know everyone is thinking! J 

 

Titles like: Things like “Coworkers I want to Punch in the Face” or “Things I want to say at work but 

can’t” …  so, think about what people in your personal life often complain about.  Chances are, there’s 

a niche there. 
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Look at how simple these journals are: 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1979997055 

 

and 

 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/154426609X  

 

And yet another… 

 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1979997055  

 

All of the above journals took less than 10 minutes to create. They feature nothing but text on the cover 

and blank/lined pages, yet they sell for hundreds of dollars a month!  

 

Why?  
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Because they’re edgy and give disgruntled employees space where they can rant about their boss or 

coworkers. Brilliant!   

 

Tip: Think about the things that people in your personal life complain about the most. Chances are, 

there’s a niche there.  No kidding!  

 

Here are a few examples of other books that are making money in this niche: 

 

Title: Things I Want to Say at Work but Can’t 

URL: https://www.amazon.com/dp/1979997055  

Estimated Monthly Profit:  $200+ 

 

Title: Sure! Let me drop everything and work on your problem 

URL: https://www.amazon.com/dp/1979707413  

Estimated Monthly Profit:  $217.29 
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Title: Coworkers I Want to Punch in the Face 

URL: https://www.amazon.com/dp/154426609X  

Estimated Monthly Profit:  $200+ 

 

Common Sizes: 

6x9 inches. 

 

Average Length: 

100-120 pages. 

 

Commonly Used Keywords: 

funny gag gifts 

Funny journals 

Funny gifts for coworkers 

Funny gifts for colleagues 

Funny gifts for boss 

Funny gifts for employees 
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Coworker gifts 

Gag gifts for women funny 

Adult gag gifts 

Funny novelty gifts 

Employee appreciation gifts 

Best coworker gifts 

Funny blank books 

Badass notebook 

 

Commonly Used Categories: 

Books > Humor & Entertainment > Humor > Puns & Wordplay 

Books > Humor & Entertainment > Humor > Business & Professional 

Books > Humor & Entertainment > Humor > Computers & Internet 

Books > Humor & Entertainment > Humor > Language 

Books > Humor & Entertainment > Humor > Comedy 

Books > Humor & Entertainment > Humor > Jokes & Riddles 
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Gifts I’d Want to Give to My Girlfriends 
 

I love creating journals that I know my girlfriends would love. I often get ideas after a girl’s night out!  

For example, one night the girls were talking about hosting a Fantasia party (adult toys). 

 

My sister is one of the top reps in Canada and she’s always writing down notes about upcoming party 

bookings, supplies, inventory and gifts.  After talking to her, I got the idea to create a party planner 

specifically for Fantasia reps.  I sold out within a week! 

 

This is just a simple idea that came from a night out with friends.  What ideas can you think of that your 

friends and family would personally use?  Chances are if they’d use your books, so would others! 

 

Here are some cool ideas that are making money: 

 

Title: Will you Help Me Keep my Shit Together? 
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URL: https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1545597693  

Estimated Monthly Profit:  $200+ 

 

Title: Maid of Honor: Shit to do before I do’s 

URL: https://www.amazon.com/dp/1717496822  

Estimated Monthly Profit:  $250+ 

 

Think bride-to-be naughty journals, Fantasia party planners, or Happy Hour Girls Journal like this one 

pulling in over $1500 a month: 

 

Link: https://www.amazon.com/dp/1640210148  

Estimated Profit:  $1,591.28 
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Off the Beaten Path 

Most of my niches are unusual – sometimes outright strange – and always geared towards a very 

specific audience. For example, one of the first journals I ever sold was created for comedians who are 

on the road and want to jot down jokes or keep track of their events.   

 

Can you think of a specific segment of a larger niche that needs to take notes? 

 

Think outside the box.  Go beyond the usual suspects and carve your name out in more obscure niches 

and you’ll make a lot more money.   

 

Think about it – these people use journals, planners and notebooks like everyone else but because 

they’re overlooked, they won’t have as many options to choose from!  

 

Beyond the Ordinary Coloring Books: 

I love this seeing edgy, cool and outright weird journals and coloring books.  Anything I can’t just walk 

into Walmart and find always catches my attention. 
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So, when I thought about creating coloring books and planners for my paranormal romance readers, I 

started researching the profitability of somehow connecting my fiction books to low-content planners.  

 

I was thrilled to see how well these unusual and interesting journals and other low content books sell 

for.   

 

Check this one out: Coloring Book of Shadows: The Witch Life 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/171918576X 

 

Journals for Couples 

Rather than gear your journals towards just wives or just husbands, consider creating a joint journal!  

These sell really well. Just check this one out that’s generating over $1,500 a month: 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1250163439 

 

Other cool niches could be: 
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Band on the Run:  Concert Logbook 

Lets people keep track of concerts and events they’ve attended. People love documenting their 

activities so give them space to do that! 

 

Sex Life Journals 

Yeah, I know, but they sell!  Period trackers, sex life diaries and everything in between.  

 

My Dating Life 

Gear your journals towards singles and you’ll be in an instant hot niche!  With so many people using 

apps like POF or Match, (and then the hookup apps like Grindr), dating diaries and journals are growing 

in popularity.  And they’re super fun to create.  

 

If you ever get stuck on what niche to start with, I’ll show you how to find countless profitable markets 

throughout the modules, so you’ll never run out of ideas. For now, I just wanted to get you excited 

about how profitable these quirky markets are. I hope you’re think-tank is brimming with fresh ideas!  

 
 


